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n pe ptic fennent is very rare among invertebrates ; a fern1ent 
·similar to tbrypsine, on the. other haad , is me t with among 
.d ifferent classes of these ammals.-M:. Plateau communicates 
an ·account of experiments (with the graphic method and poisons 
of the heart), on the movements and innen·ation of the central 
organ of animals. Inter of 
the cardiac nerve dtmmtshes the number of pulsatwns (m verte
brates, it produces acceleration).-M. Renard describes the 
diabase of Challes, near Stavelot, in the Cambrian system.-Dr. 
Koninck continues his researches on Belgian minerals; and there 
are some papers on mathematical subjects. 

THE Bul!di1t de l'Acadtfmit Imp!riafe des Scimas de St. P!!ero· 
bourg (vol. xxv. No. 2) contains the following papers of in· 
teres! :-On the occurrence of the musculus peroneo tibialis in 
Quadrumana, by Dr. \Venzel Gmber.-On a control barometer, 
by H. Wild (with plate).-On the rednction of Kirchhoff's 
spectral observations to wave-lengths, by Dr. B. Hasselberg.
On the observed ingress of Mercury upon the solar disc, at the 
transit of 1878, May 6, by 0. Struve, of Pulkowa {with plate), 
-Catalogue of forty-two new red stars, by E. Lindemann.
On the Russian species of the mollusc C!ausilia, Drap., by Dr. 
Oskar Boettger.-On the theory of curves of the shortest para
meter on curved surfaces, by F. :Minding.-On the hexylenes 
resulting from tertiary hexflalcohols and their polymerisation, 
by L . Jawein.-On the action of tertiary iodide of butyl upon 
i>obutylene in the presence of metallic oxide.•, by J. Lermontoff. 
-On tetramethylethyl and its derivate<, and on the chemical 
composition of pinacone, by D. Pawlow. 

The 'Journal of thi! Russian Chemio! and Physical Societies of 
S!. Pdcrsburg (vol. x. No. 6) contains the following papers of 
interest :-On tetramethylethylene and the chemical structure of 
pinacone, by M. D. Pavloff.-On the glucose derived from 
lactose, by M. Foudakovsky.-On the action of bromide of 
alnminium in the formation of the bromides of aromatic hydro· 
carbons, by G. Gustavson.-Oa the dextrogyrate terpene 
0btain cd from Russian terpentine, by F. Flavitzky.-On tbe 
chemical structure of terpenes, by the same.-On dibenzoyl
dinitrodiphenol, by M. Goldstein.-On some new mineral 
springs in the Caucasus, by E. Wroblewsky.-On the influence 
of the snrronnding medium upon electrodynarnical actions, by J. 
Borgmann.-On the determination of the magnetic function of 
ltquid<, by the same. I 

Verhandlungm der rtalwforschmdm Gese!!schaft w Frnlmrg 
B . (vol. vii. part 2).-From the part we note the following I 

papers : On organic cyanides and their decomposition, by A. 
Clans.-Note on wine analysis, by the same.-On the equili
brium of a system of expanded molecules and the theory of I 
elasti c after effects, by E. \Varbnrg.-Observations on the 
torsion oscillations of an iron wire heated to redness, by Dr. 
Messer.-On the sensitiveness of alum crystals towards minute 
variations in the concentration of their mother-liquor, by F. 
Klocke. 
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Philosophical Society, Octol:er 21.-Dr. Pearson read a 
paper on a serie;; of luaar dist3nces ta ken by him during the 
years 1875-77, mostly at Cambridge and at a place not far distant, 
the longitude and latitude of each spot being accurately known. 
He said that they entirely bore out the conclusions at which he 
had arrived some time back from a much smaller number of 
observations, and which were commttnicated by him to the 
Society in a paper by him, March 13, 1876 (see Proceedings, 
ii. pp. 414-418), vtz., .that the en:ors are such as cannot .be 
called errors of observatwn of any kmd, and may probably anse 
from the solution of the spherical problem on which the result 
depends not being, as at. present gi.ven? accm:ate. It 
was mentioned that there ts much to JUStify this conclusiOn; for 
example, this method of obt:>ini.ng longitudes is not resorted 
to now in practice (from :-vhtch It may be argued that. It 1s actually 
fouad inaccurate). It ts not formally adopted m Germany, 
thon"h it still is retained in the .Nautical Afmanoc, and in the 
corr;.sponding publication, the des. Temps, 
::tt Paris. Capt. Toynbee, F.R.A.S., 111 a paper m the ./'lmdual 
Afagazine. for February, r85o (of which there is an abstract in 

.1fon!hly Notias of the R.A.S.), di, tinctly states that lunars 

tal<en of the moon give always a result thirty or fort, 
seconds ddferen.t from t?ose taken west, though his mean resuft 
he says was entirely o.atisfactory; and until the early part of this 
century all East longitudes were error nearly 3m. to 
the east, a result which very nearly agrees with the errors resultino
from these observation>, supposing them to have been deduced 
from the new moon of five to eight days old, probably the most 
convenient time at '"hich to take them from the sun. The whole 
series, it was stated, consists of 250 separate distances each dis
tance being either a mean of three or two, or else' only one 
observation, there being about au equal number of each class 
though there is no reason to think that the last are less 
worthy than the others in any serious degree ; the Greenwich 
mean time for each being established, with the exception of a 
very few, within certainly ten seconds. Only 200 of the..e the 
number at present thoroughly verified, were discussed on' the 
present occasion. Classing these in groups of about forty, it 
was found that the first group gave thirty·two results where the 
measured distance was in defect of the theoretical distance and 
thirteen in which it was in excess. Assuming the rule in 
p. 417 of the paper referred to to be correct, this result exactly 
agrees with what might be expected, it being almost always most 
convenient, especially for a beginner, to take lunars, at any rate 

the sun, under such .circumstances as will give this result, 
whtle the example of Indta, founded apparently on observation> 
made at Madras, seems to imply this probable facility, and 
al so that they were made on the new moon, these bein.,. more 
easily taken in our hemisphere than those made on the old out>. 
In the four remaining groups the proportions are 26 to 18: 28 
to· rs : 25 to 17: 17 to 14: giving a total of 128 observations in 
defect, and 77 in ex_cess. Rejecting three or four certainly ques· 

;,e.sults, the greatest errors occurring are 2' 59'' in defect, 
and 2 48 In excess . The true mean has not yet been ascertained 
but is certainly in each case not far from 1'-1' 20''; which 0;1 

an average, will give the observer an error of about half a 
of longitncle, or of twenty to thirty·five miles, advancin.,. 
our own latitude to the equator. There are probably not a 
dozen clear exceptions to the rule sug-gested in the communi
cation of March, 1876, that if the luminaries are both on the 
same side of the meridian, the observed distance is always in 
defect of the true if the moon be nearest to it, and in excess if 
she is farther distant; while the same rule holds good, but with 
le<s certainty, when the two luminaries are on different sides. 
The only exceptions h> ari' e wllere the one more distant 
from the meridian has a greater altitnde than the other, or is of 
a considerably higher declination, and when the distances are 
very great, i .e. from I 20° to IJ0°, in which case the measured dis
tance >:eems generally to be slightly in excess of the true; but, as 
might naturally be expected, these last distances cannot often be 
taken in cur own climate. jt \YaS explained that all the reductions 
had been made by Borda's formula, stated in the Ph•losophica! 
Tra1lsactions for 1797 to have been the first strictly mathe
matical solution of the problem. But the results vary only by a 
few seconds of arc fr.om those given by the system adopted in 
the large folio publiched in 1772 by Mr. Shepherd, Plumian 
Professor a t Cambridge Univer.·ity under the superintendence of 
the. Commissioners of Longitude, and while Dr. Masl<elyne was 
Astronomer-R oyal; or from other methods which it is belieYed 
are allied to this. Two examples were also exhibited of <h · 
lances reduced according to the elalcora te method suggested by 
Bessel in the Asb·onomisc!u Nachni:htm of 1832 ; Bescel's 
result, , however, do not diffe·r to any great extent from those 
obtained otherwise. It was suggested that the problem is really 
one of spherical trigonometry, and from the fact that the errors 
seem to depend on the position of the luminaries towards ;he 
m<:ridian, whereas the old methods of so!u:ion depend on their 
alti:ude,, and also that the different ways nig-gested for elitni
natmg the error due to the difference between the geocentric and 
geo!!raphicallatitude of the place uf observation give different 
result$, a hope was expressed that if tbe>e two circumstance> 
were thoroughly reconsidered in dealing with the question, 
means might be found of discovering a farther correction of the 
observed di stance, \\'hich would give a really accurate result. 

MANCHESTER 

Literary and Philosophical Society, October rs.-J. P. 
Joule, F.R .S., &c., president, in the cbair.-Relative brightness 
of the planets Venus and Mercury, by James Nasmyth, C. E., 
F.R.A.S., Corresponding Member of the Society. "On many 
occasion>, when observing Mercury nnd Venus in full daylig-ht, 
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I l1ave always been impressed with the strik ingly inferior bright· 
ness of Mercury as compared with Venus; and as such a con
dition is the very reverse of what might be expected by reason 
of Mercury being so much nearer to the sun than Venus, I 
awaited the rare event of a very close conjunction of these two 
planets that occurred ou September 26 and 27 last. With the 
advantage of a perfectly clear sky I had the two planets before 
me for several hours, so to speak, side by side in the field of the 
telescope at the same time, thus affording me a most perfect 
opportunity for making a comparison of their relative brightness. 
It is difficult to convey in words an exact impression of the 
difference in the brightness of such objects, but I may attempt 
to do so by stating that Venus looked like clean silver, while 
Mercury looked like lead or zinc. Were I to indicate my im· 
pressions by way of number I would say that Venus was fully 
twice as bright as Mercury. So remarkable an inferiority in the 
brightness of Mercury, notwithstanding his much greater near· 
ness to the sun, appears to me to indicate the existence of some 
very special and peculiar condition of his surface in respect to 
his capability of reflecting light-a condition that may be due to 
the nature of his envelope, if such exist, or of that of his sur· 
face, by which the fervid light of the sun's rays falling on him 
are in a great measure quenched or absorbed so as to leave but a 
small residue to be reflected from his surface. If this be so, it 
appears to me to be reasonable to suppose that the absorption 
of so much light must result in a vast increase in the heat of the 
surface of Mercury beyond what would have been the case had 
Mercury possessed the same surface conditions as Venus. 
Whether in the progress of spectroscopic investigation we slmll 
ever be enabled to detect some evidence of metallic or other 
vapours or _gases clinging to or closely enveloping the surface of 
Mercury that might in some respect account for so re:narktble 
an absorption of the sun's light, we must be content to await 
the acquirement of such evidence if it ever be forthcoming. It 
appears to me, however, to be well to raise such a question, so 
that our .astronomical spectroscopists may be on the ontlook for 
some evidence of the cause of so very remarkable a defective 
condition in the light-reflecting power of Mercury to which I 
have thus endeavoured to direct attention."-On the water of 
Thirlmere, by Harry Grimshaw, F.C.S., and Clifford Grimshaw. 

PARIS 

to present interesting nume1·ical relations. Dtcipium is so called 
from decipims, deceiving. The didymium of cerite is proba.blv 
a mixture of several bodies, by M. Delafontaine. This is base(! 
on spectral observations.-Reply to a recent communication by 
M. Hirn, on a gyroscopic apparatus, by M. Gruey.-Classi. 
fication of double stars, by M. Flammarion. Of the n,coo 
double or multiple stars discovered, he finds there are only 819 
that give certain indications of a relative motion of the com· 
ponents. These groups are divided into 731 73 triples, 
12 quadruples, 2 quintuples, and I sextuple, in all I, 745 stars 
variously associated. Of these couples in motion 558 have 
been found with orbital systems, and 316 whose components 
have been connected merely by the chance of celestial per· 
spectives and form optical. groups. In the orbital systems 
there is a preponderance of retrograde motion from north: 
to south by west (Several other facts are given.)-On 
the integration of the equation (I) Ay'S + BYJ" + + 
Dy' + Ey + F= 0, by M. Alexeeff.-On involution in curves 
of n degree, by M. Serret.-Remarks on. two integrals obtained 
by Lame in the analytical theory of beat, by M. Escary.-Re· 
ply to an observation of M. Boltzmann, by M. Levy.-On the 
magnetisation of tubes of steel, by M. Gaugain. When a sys
tem f01med of two parts having different coercive forces is sub· 
jected to action of a weak current, the pgrl having the least coer· 
cive force is always that which takes the strongest magnetisation 
(whichever its position, tube, or core).-On a telephone call, by 
M. Perrodon. This consists in connecting a Ruhmkorff coil 
with the plate of the telephone, so as to get a loud continuous 
sound.-On the transformation of valerylene; into terpilene, by 
M. Bouchardat.-Artificial reproduction of melanochroHe, by 
M. Meunier. This is by keeping fragments of galena in dilute 
aqueous solution of bichromate of potash.-On the elimination 
of salicylate of soda, and the action of this salt on the heart, by 
MM. Blanchier and Bochefontaine. It stimulates various secre
tions, notably the salivary. In man it is at once expelled by 
the 1\idneys (appearing in the urine in 2cmm.); in the dog it 
appears both in the urine and the saliva, also in the bile and 
pancreatic fluid. The hypersecretion of saliva is due to action 
of the salicylate on the grey substance of the central nervo\lS 
system. In strong doses, the salt stops the heart in diastole.
On parthenogenesis in bees, by M. Sanson. 

Academy of Sciences, October 28.-M. Fizeau in the 1 CONTENTS 
chair. .-M. De Ia Gourmerie read a note on the works of the I S.\NITARY ENGINEERING . . . . . . . . 

Pi. CO: 

]ate l\1. Bienayme.-The following papers were also read :-On THE NAPLES ZOOLOGICAL STATION. . . . . . . .. . 
the decomposition of hydracids by metals, by M. Berthelot./ Ova BooK SH&u:-
The heat of formation of gaseous chlorbydric acid from its Petersen's "Theorie der algebraischen Gleichungeu" . . . . . 
elements is surpassed by that of all anhydrous chloride>, even Wilson's "Botany of Pharaoh's Dre"m, 
chlorides of lead, copper, mercury, and silver; gold is the only I Sea': 
exception among ordinary metals. The inference that all these butions to Food, Industry, and Art" . . . • . • . . . . 
metals, except gold, must decompose chlorbydric gas with LETTERS ro THE EDITOR:-
liberation of hyd-rogen, is confirmed by experiment. Platina and A Question raised by the observed absence of e.n Atmosphere in the 
palladium, also, their chlorides having low heats of formation Moon.-S. ToLVER PnasToN . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
and little stability, did .not decompose cblorhydric gas up to in. .W,,L· 
550°.-0n Vice-Admiral Clone's "Pilote de Terre Neuve," by Termites kept in Captivity by Ants.-HENRV 0. FonEES .. 
M. Faye.-On the state in which carbonic acid exists in the Colour-Blindness.-CLEMHNTINA BLAcK: l•fcCLVn 
blood and the tissues, by M. Bert. The escape of carbonic Carrier-Pigeons.-THoMAS STEVENSoN, C. E. . . . . · . 

Globular Lightning -CHARLOTTE HARE . . . . . . . 
acid during the respiratory act requires a dissociation of Speaking-Trumpets. -WM. CHAPPELL. . . . . . . . . 
the super-carbonised salts of the blood. These salts were Toughened Glass.-G. C. DRuCE . . . . . . . . . . 
saturated with carbonic acid neither in the arterial nor PoTTERY AT THE PARis ExAintno» • . . . . . . . . • 
the venous blood, nor in the tissues. The life of the SuN-SPoTs, ATMOSPHERIC PRESSlJRE, AND THE SuN's 'H&.,T. By 
anatomical elements can only be maintained in presence JoHN ALLAN BRouN, F.R.S. · . · · · · . . · · . . . 
of carbonic acid in the state of combination. When the allmlis THE S1zE oF THE TIGER. By Sir']. FAVRER, F.R.S. 
are saturated, and this gas appears in excess in t]1e state of THK TELHrHONE, ITS HlsTo•v. AND ITS RECENT htPRO\'EMKNTS, 1 J. 

By Prof. W. F. BARRETT (lVitJi. Illustrations) • 
simple solution it rapidly causes death.-Influence of the OuR AsTRONO,IICAL CoLUMN:-
nervous system on the phenomena of absorption, by M:. Moreau. The Late Solar Eclipse at Watson's Staticn . 
He attached to the dorsal fins of fishes that had swimming Calculation ofExtentric Anorualies. . . . 
bladders a small glass balloon, lighter than the water, and in a The Ilfinor Planets · • • · • 
few hours the volume of the fish had diminished through absorp· GR<>O..APKICAL NoTEs • • • • • 
tion of a part of the air contained in the bladder. When a piece THE WERDERM.,NN ELECTRic LrcHr 
of metal was for the bal!oon, the volume of the fish Nor&s • • • • • • · • • · • 
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it1creased. There is thus a sensation of thrust upwards or ON THE VERTICAL DrsTnrnunoN oF THE LICHT FROM LIGHTHOUsEs 

PLACED AT HrGH ELEVATIONs ABOVE THE SEA-LEVEL. By T. 
downwards, and it is under influence of the former that absorption SnvENS<>N, C. E. . • . . . • • . . • • , • . . . . ,9 
of air in the bladder takes place, probably through a reflex action. M£DlCAL ENnowMKNTs AT OxFoRD • . • • • . • . . . . . <o 
-On d!cipium, a new metal of by _M. ON TfiE THRRMAL PHENOMENA PRODUCRD sv THE PASSAGE oF Euc. 
Jntbe samarskite of North Carolma be finds yttna, erbme, terbme, TRICITY THROUGH RAREFIED G.uxs. By Dr. NACCARI and M. 
philippine (yellow equiv_. absorp· BsLLATI • · · · · · · · · •• • . • 
tion band about 449 m A.), deciPI?e (Dp.O), eqmv. a_bout 
122, b1.nd 416); thorine and oxides of dtdymtUm and cenum. SctsNTIFic SRRIALS . . • . • . . . • . 
The equivalents of the metals in some of these earths are shown Soctll:TIES AND AcADB>tiES. . . • • • • . 
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